Order your Legacy Plank today!

Show your support for the 14-mile Spring Creek Nature Trail by joining the Bayou Land Conservancy Legacy Plank Program today. This exciting project supports the ongoing maintenance of this special trail, built by the community for the community. Your donation will allow future generations to enjoy an accessible wilderness experience, right outside the 4th largest city in the country!

Located on the west side of I-45, the Spring Creek Nature Trail brings you to some of the most beautiful spots along Spring Creek. Your plank will be placed on a pedestrian bridge accessible from one of the three trailheads, and will be seen by thousands of people that use the trail each year.

By supporting the trail with a legacy plank, you can show support from your family, honor a loved one, or become a business or corporate partner. Your donation helps us maintain the trail, and the more than 20 bridges that connect the 14-mile path, extending from Creekside Park West to the Montgomery County Preserve.

Ordering details and payment information are found on the back of this form. Your donation will also give you a one year membership in our exclusive Stewardship Society.

BLC Tribute Plank Program Terms and Conditions

- We are excited to get your BLC Tribute Plank out into the world for all to see as they enjoy BLC’s trails, but there might be a slight delay between you ordering and us installing. We will install BLC Tribute Planks when we have sufficient orders to, and when we can schedule our vendor.

- We make our BLC Tribute Planks from Thermory pine, which is designed to be rot-resistant and stable for up to 40 years. Unfortunately, BLC cannot guarantee the life of any individual plank.

- We hope the bridges are well-used, and that all of the BLC Tribute Planks are seen and admired by all. That also means that BLC Tribute Planks are subject to damage or destruction from factors outside of our control, like fires, flooding, and other acts of God, wear and tear from normal use, and, even more unfortunately, vandalism and theft. BLC is not responsible for any of these types of damage or destruction.

- We appreciate your support of BLC’s conservation efforts. To help that continue, BLC may use up to 15% of the tribute plank donation to cover the costs of our administrative efforts done in the general interest of BLC’s lands under conservation and BLC’s various outreach programs.